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Product ref: SB2M

High Stacking Lightweight
Upholstered Chair

From: £51.85

Quantity Price

11 - 49 £59.85

50 - 99 £57.85

100 - 199 £56.85

200 - 399 £55.85

400 - £51.85

Description

NB: Chair in photo features chrome frame option (£4.95/chair upgrade). The original EU made high-quality
stacking chair (est. 2002) now comes with a 10 year guarantee. It has passed multiple destruction tests and
proved itself over many years of tough use. Notable projects include Durham Cathedral, St Luke's Gas Street,
Oundle School and Bridge Community Church in Leeds (1,200 installed). Don't settle for a copy when the original
chair has such a good track record. This chair ticks so many boxes for people. The SB2M chair combines comfort
with stackability, value, style, and an incredibly light weight of 4.9kg. It will stack 10 high, although we can provide
you with a dolley designed and made just for this chair, allowing you to stack 25 high. It can be lifted by many with
one finger and is available in several fabric types including wipe-clean faux leather. Floor glides come as standard
to protect your floor and the front stacking nature of the frame means they are difficult to stack wrongly. These
features all combine to make it one of our best multi-use space chairs. Options include two links, a book pocket,
arms and a squared-off back rest. We can even quote for hassock mounting. The chair is tested in Europe to very
high standards. If you are looking for a contemporary chair which is both light on weight and on the pocket look no
further. Few chairs offer such a combination of value, quality, low weight, comfort and versatility. Our universal
chair removal trolley will quickly help move a stack of up to 10 chairs. Alpha's unique dolley will take 25 chairs on
approximately 1/2 a square metre and the empty dolleys will then stack with each other. A full dolley will still go
under a standard doorway. Lead time is 5 weeks from the date of your order. 10 year guarantee.  

Url: https://www.alpha-furnishing.com/product/high-stacking-lightweight-upholstered-chair/

Additional information

Weight: 4.9kg
Length: 515mm
Height: 845mm
Stacking: 10 (floor) | 25 (dolley)
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Optional Extras

Arm Options: None(+£0), SB2M Arms (SBA)(+£24)

Book Storage: None(+£0), Side Book Box (OWSB)(+£11), Removable Book Pocket(+£17.5), Elasticated Book
Pocket (SB2MBP)(+£12)

Links: None(+£0), Curvable Link (SBCL)(+£2.75), Welded Link (SBWL)(+£4.75)

General Options: Square Back Rest(+£2)
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